The behavior of settling particles in stratified fluid is important in a variety of applications, from environmental to medical. We document a phenomenon in which a sphere, when crossing density transitions, slows down substantially in comparison to its settling speed in the bottom denser layer, due to entrainment of buoyant fluid. We present results from an experimental study of the effects of the fluid interface on flight times as well as a theoretical model derived from first principles in the low Reynolds number regimes for stratified miscible fluids. Our work provides a new predictive tool and gives insight into the role of strong stratification in particle settling.
The accumulation of particulate matter in the vicinity of strong density transitions is an important observation in gravitational settling of particles through haloclines or thermoclines in the environment. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Surprisingly, there are very few investigations within controlled laboratory experiments that elucidate the basic underlying physical mechanisms for settling through stable, miscible stratifications. We stress that the natural stratification for these environmental applications involve miscible fluids, in contrast to the more commonly studied situation in which surface tension between immiscible fluids plays a dominant role. 6, 7 For the miscible case, in a regime where inertial effects are important, Srdić-Mitrović et al. 8 studied falling particles in stratified fluids experimentally and observed a prolonged residence time in regions of high stratification. For yet stronger inertial effects, Abaid et al. 9 found cases in which a sphere would levitate, even reverse direction, as it passes through a density transition. In this paper, we focus on the case of settling at low Reynolds number through stratified layers, a relevant regime for a wide range of bio-and geophysical applications.
A body translating in a solution will entrain ambient fluid, regardless of stratification ͑or even viscosity 10, 11 ͒. This is exhibited in Fig. 1 , where a sphere can be seen dragging fluid ͑dyed purple and appearing dark gray in the black and white photos͒ from the lighter top layer into the clear, denser bottom fluid. The entrained fluid has interesting dynamical effects in the presence of stratification. To compare the homogeneous with the stratified case, first note, as well known, that a sphere released from rest inside a homogeneous fluid will accelerate to terminal velocity and fall at this constant speed due to the balance of viscous and buoyant forces. Suppose we now replace the upper half of this medium with less dense fluid and release the sphere from rest inside the upper fluid, allowing it to pass though the density transition. If the depth of the top layer is sufficient, the sphere would accelerate and approach its terminal velocity there. Similarly, if the depth of the bottom layer is sufficient, the sphere must approach closely the ͑lower͒ terminal velocity of the denser fluid. As the sphere crosses into the bottom layer, we observe a nonmonotonic connection between the two terminal velocities. Examples of such velocity plots can be seen in Fig. 2 . Notice that the homogeneous fluid fall is accurately predicted by the standard terminal velocity theory for Stokes drag in a pipe. 12 We next focus experimentally and theoretically on the nonmonotonic transition, which can occur in the case of a stratified fluid.
We use various clear cylindrical Plexiglas tanks ranging in diameter from 6.2 to 18.9 cm with heights of either 31.75 or 52.07 cm. Solutions are heated and mixed until homogeneous, with densities measured within accuracy of Ϯ5 ϫ 10 −5 g / cm 3 . Spheres of diameter ranging from 0.08 to 1.27 cm have densities ranging from 1.360 to 7.740 g / cm 3 . We prepare a sharply stratified fluid by pouring pure corn syrup ͑approximate density of 1.377 g / cm 3 , viscosity 35 P͒ over a long column of a denser salt and corn syrup mixture ͑see Fig. 1 where dye gives a length scale reference for the diffusing interface͒. By using salt, we are able to increase the density of the fluid to a range 1.378-1.386 g / cm 3 while negligibly affecting the viscosity. A sphere of greater density than both fluids is released from rest in the top layer. For the "tortoise and hare" comparisons, a separate, identical tank of homogeneous fluid with the same density as the bottom layer of the stratified fluid is also prepared, and the sphere is dropped at the same height in both tanks. Precautions were taken to ensure repeatability by using airtight membranes on free surfaces of the fluid to control evaporation and running experiments in a thermal bath to minimize temperature gradients.
For the stratified case in Fig. 2 , we observe the appearance of a local minimum indicating the sphere has slowed below the terminal velocity of the bottom layer. The center a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: camassa@amath.unc.edu. of the sphere crosses the initial interface plane at 56 s, and from the velocity graph we see that the sphere begins to slow down prior to crossing this plane, attaining the minimum velocity after entering the bottom fluid layer. The depth of this minimum is a signature of the time in which the particle resides near the density transition. The exact nature of this phenomenon is determined by the complicated interplay between the force of the entrained fluid and the downward moving sphere and is noted to have a nontrivial dependence upon all the physical parameters of the problem, such as the relative densities as well as sphere and container dimensions. However, this feature is generic and seen over a wide range of experimental parameters ͑see Fig. 5͒ . The implication of this minimum can be directly exhibited in a comparison with the stratified and homogeneous cases: The prolonged residence time can be so long as to cause an irrecoverable lag in a tortoise-and hare-like race as described above.
In this analogy, it is natural to refer to the sphere in the homogeneous tank as the "tortoise" since the terminal velocity is constant and slower throughout this tank. Similarly, we denote the sphere in the stratified tank with the faster initial terminal velocity as the "hare." In Fig. 3 , we see that in the beginning, the tortoise falls behind as the hare sprints ahead.
When the hare crosses the interface and slows down well below the terminal velocity of the bottom fluid, the tortoise is able to pull ahead as the hare is "ensnared" by the density transition. With time, the buoyant fluid dragged by the hare stretches vertically and effectively releases the sphere, which is then able to accelerate to terminal velocity in the bottom layer. However, this delay may be so significant that the hare is unable to regain the lead and the tortoise finishes ahead in the race, as shown in Fig. 3 . ͑The initial rotation noticeable by tracking the dots on the homogeneous fluid sphere in the first two frames has negligible effect on its velocity, as evident in Fig. 2 .͒ In viscous-dominated fluid flows, several simplifications are possible. The dimensionless control parameters are the Reynolds number, Re= UL / , the Froude number, Fr = U / ͱ gL, and the Strouhal number, St= L / UT. Here U is taken to be the terminal velocity in the upper layer, L is the radius of the sphere, is the average kinematic viscosity of the fluid, g is gravity, and T is the observed time of deceleration from terminal velocity in the upper layer of the fluid to the minimum velocity attained. In our experiments, Stϳ O͑10
͒. Additionally, for these parameters one can show theoretically that the sphere excites no radiating internal waves, agreeing with our observations. The smallness of the Reynolds and Strouhal numbers allows us to simplify the FIG. 1. Pictures of a sphere of radius 0.635 cm falling along the axis of a cylinder of radius 9.45 cm at 10 s intervals through a sharply stratified fluid at low speeds. The upper layer of corn syrup, mixed with dye, has density 1.37661 g / cm while the lower layer has density 1.38384 g / cm 3 . A lensing effect due to the cylindrical tank has been corrected. We remark that the stem persists for large lengths, in contrast to commonly observed pinch-offs in immiscible fluids. The slight jump in slope of the experimental stem shape appearing in the central panels is caused by a strong change in refractive index.
FIG. 2. Velocity vs time graphs for a 1.46755 g / cm
3 density sphere of radius 0.635 cm released in a cylindrical tank of 9.45 cm radius. Data extracted from experiments for a stratified fluid of 1.37731 upper layer and 1.37922 g / cm 3 lower layer and a homogeneous fluid of density 1.37922 g / cm 3 , with an approximate viscosity of 38 P. The displayed theoretical curve is the terminal velocity obtained by Stokes drag in a pipe ͑Ref. 12͒ balanced with buoyancy.
A "tortoise and the hare" sedimentation race: 1.46755 g / cm 3 density sphere of radius 0.635 cm released in cylindrical tanks of 9.45 cm radius. In each panel, the 1.37922 g / cm 3 homogeneous fluid is shown on the left and the stratified fluid, shown on the right ͑dashed line marking interface͒, has 1.37731 g / cm 3 upper layer and 1.37922 g / cm 3 lower layer. A horizontal line at the leading edge of the sphere in the homogeneous fluid is drawn across both tanks shows the relative positions of the spheres ͑out-lined in black͒. ͑a͒ Spheres begin at the same height, and ͑b͒ sphere in stratified tank falls faster through upper layer. ͑c͒ After passing through the interface, the stratified-tank sphere falls behind due to the density anomaly force.
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incompressible Navier-Stokes equations to the linear Stokes equation with variable density,
where is the density of the fluid, ĝ is the gravitational force, and U ជ ͑t͒ is the velocity of the sphere. Here we do not consider the effects of diffusion of density, which appear negligible on the time scales of the experiments. For stable stratification 0 ͑x 3 ͒ is a general decreasing function of height. We separate the flow into two parts, u ជ͑x ជ , t͒ = u ជ Stokes ͑x ជ , t͒ + w ជ ͑x ជ , t͒. The first term u ជ Stokes takes advantage of the known approximate solution for a sphere moving through an infinitely long cylinder in homogeneous fluid 12 ͑improved beyond the first reflection with respect to Ref. 12 to approximately enforce nonslip boundary condition on the sphere͒. The second term w ជ keeps track of the evolving density field by taking advantage of the condition w ជ ͑x ជ , t͒ = 0 on the physical boundaries with the density anomaly G͑x ជ , t͒ = ͑x ជ , t͒ − 0 ͑x 3 ͒ acting as a forcing term for the Stokes equation determining w ជ . The resulting stress calculation on the sphere yields the following force decomposition and equation of motion for the sphere, particle inertia = static density Archimedean buoyancy + viscous drag + density anomaly force, ͑4͒
where particle inertia is m s dU ជ / dt for a sphere of mass m s .
Here again the inertial term on the left-hand side can be neglected, summing all the forces to zero. The density anomaly force encapsulates everything not captured by the standard Stokes drag plus Archimedean buoyancy balance, and it can be computed as follows. By using a classic result of Oseen for a single point force exterior to a sphere in free space 13 at x ជ 0 , we find an approximate integral solution for w ជ in closed form. This is not to be confused with the well-known inertial correction to Stokes flow also due to Oseen, which for these experiments would occur at distances of tens of meters. The approximation for w ជ violates the zero velocity condition on the cylinder walls, which becomes negligible in the limit where the walls are far from the sphere. By integrating the stress tensor of the perturbation flow w ជ over the surface of the sphere, an approximation for the density anomaly force is given by the volume integral ͐ ⍀ G͑x ជ 0 , t͒F ជ ͑x ជ 0 ͒d⍀ over the fluid domain ⍀, where F ជ ͑x ជ 0 ͒ is the explicit Oseen solution for the force exerted on a sphere from a point force located at x ជ 0 . Thus, the force arising from the density deformation caused by the motion of upper fluid being dragged into the lower fluid layer is computed. This is in addition to the essentially static calculation of Archimedean force. The equation of motion for the sphere ͑4͒ and fluid can be explicitly written as
where V is the volume of the sphere, r = ͉x ជ 0 ͉, and is the dynamic viscosity.
FIG. 4. ͑Color͒
Interface computation comparisons for a sphere in a stratified fluid with dyed top layer. In light blue: tracking of the interface using the theoretical model ͑parameters as in Fig. 1͒ . In red: interface computation without the perturbation flow w ជ and without density anomaly force. In dark blue: computation without the perturbation flow w ជ , but including the density anomaly force. Both red and dark blue curves are significantly off: The red curve overpredicts sphere speed, while the dark blue curve underpredicts it. Notice that the theory predicts an upward fluid displacement in the wings ͑a necessary consequence of volume conservation͒. Because of the threedimensional geometry viewed from the side, this results in a smearing of the initial sharp transition between the dyed and clear fluid ͑see inset͒. The reflection of a ruler standing next to the tank's wall provides a length scale.
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The resulting mathematical model has no adjustable parameters and can be compared directly to experimental data, allowing us to predict both sphere and interface positions. Thus, our new model can be viewed as a hybrid asymptotic analysis-numerically assisted first-principle theory. Figures  4, 5͑a͒ , and 5͑b͒ document the agreement of the theory with the experiment, even under the simplification of using a step function for the initial density profile of a sharply stratified fluid. As an example of a nonintuitive prediction, the theory shows in Fig. 5͑c͒ that smaller spheres with same upper terminal velocity result in a smaller slowdown. These results provide a starting point for a thorough future investigation involving many-body and inertial effects, which are central to the scientific applications in low Reynolds number stratified fluid dynamics. FIG. 5 . Comparison and analysis of theoretical model. Experiments in a cylindrical tank of 9.45 cm radius with ͑a͒ 1.46755 g / cm 3 density sphere of radius 0.635 cm and ͑b͒ 1.400 g / cm 3 density sphere of radius 0.245 cm. Experimental ͑dotted͒ and theoretical ͑solid͒ curves show good agreement. ͑c͒ Theoretical velocity plots of varying radii spheres with corresponding densities to fix terminal velocity in the upper layer. Less fluid is entrained with smaller spheres, diminishing the buoyant force. Inset: velocity curve ͑dotted-dashed͒ computed with a purely Archimedean-Stokes drag force balance-the first two terms in Eq. ͑4͒-has a monotonic transition between terminal velocities.
